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1. How do we share and report about bugs
   (is there a bug tracker? Can we use it?
   what is the best format to help you?)

2. You indicate in your RZM documentation
   (Page 8.) that:
   "IANA Check:
   Each request undergoes a manual review
   by IANA staff."

   This is a blocking factor for our systematic
   testing approach since we have to wait for
   your manual verification for each request
   before going to the next test. How can we
   circumvent that?

3. Are VGRS and DoC involved over the testing?
   Do they know about each test request? Do
   we need to care about any synchronisation
   with them over our the testing?

4. AGENDA TO LAUNCH THE TESTING!

   Note that from our side we suspect that 6
   weeks sounds to be a a minimum to test
   seriously RZM (but this also depends on the
   the outcome of point "2").